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Introduction
The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) created preemption
principles that are integral to the robust operation of self-insured employer-sponsored health
plans.1 Without ERISA, multi-state self-insured employer-sponsored plans would find it nearly
impossible to operate under a variety of cumbersome and potentially conflicting state-based
rules. Yet recent developments in Washington are raising concerns about ERISA’s potential to
maintain uniform operating rules across multiple states.
The latest series of challenges began in 2010, with the passage of the Affordable Care Act,
which poses significant hurdles to the uniform administration of employer-sponsored health
plans, creating administrative burdens that subvert certain bedrock preemption protections under
ERISA. But Republican reform efforts present ERISA challenges as well. Although the GOP
effort to repeal and replace the ACA is stalled in Congress, the employer-sponsored health
system may see significant policy changes as the Trump Administration implements Executive
Order 13765 to provide more state flexibility.2 Moreover, key policymakers and stakeholders
have signaled a preference for a state-driven health care delivery solution instead of the heavily
regulated federal regime created by the ACA. In this challenging environment, any ACA
reforms should remedy its current indifference to the vital role that ERISA plays in enabling
multi-state employers to offer uniform low-cost health care benefits to employees and their
dependents no matter where they live or work. Increasing state flexibility and innovation should
not disrupt ERISA, which is essential to the continued success of the employer-based system.

I.

The Significance of ERISA Preemption

Before ERISA, multi-state employers were subject to different state laws, which prevented
the uniform administration of health care benefits, increased the cost of those benefits, and
blunted the ability of large employers to improve the efficiency of the U.S. health system. In
order to address this problem and to encourage employers to provide health care benefits,3
Congress crafted ERISA to supersede or preempt any and all state laws as they relate to any
employee benefit plan as defined under the law.4 In addition, ERISA prohibits states from
regulating benefit plans as insurance in an effort to circumvent ERISA preemption.5 These
provisions generally protect self-insured employer-sponsored health care plans from state laws
that would otherwise mandate benefit requirements or impose administrative burdens, bind
employers particular plan designs, or preclude employers from implementing uniform plan
administrative practices across states. As a result, ERISA preemption significantly reduces costs
for self-insured health care plan sponsors, participants, and beneficiaries.
ERISA’s preemption provisions allow plan sponsors to seek lower-cost, nationwide pricing
for health care services, allowing for uniformity of benefits design and equity across an
employer’s workforce. It also enables large employers to drive innovation in benefit and plan
design, foster new health care cost controls, and improve the quality of care. These innovations
have included consumer directed benefit designs, payment reform, provider transparency
initiatives, and wellness programs. Any weakening of the foundation provided by ERISA
preemption not only increases the cost and complexity of health benefits for employees and
employers, but also frustrates further health care market innovation.
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II.

ERISA Preemption and the Affordable Care Act

The legislative history of ERISA makes clear that Congress intended ERISA’s preemption
provisions to be very broad. For the first 20 years after the law was enacted, courts applied
ERISA’s preemption mandate “literally and capaciously” to preempt a wide variety of state
laws.6 However, since 1995, the courts have significantly narrowed preemption protections. For
example, in 1995 the Supreme Court held that ERISA did not preempt a state law imposing cost
burdens on a health plan if those burdens only ‘‘indirectly affect what an ERISA or other plan
can afford or get for its money,”7 and in 1997, the high court held that ERISA did not preempt a
New York State tax imposed on the gross patient receipts of operators of medical facilities,
including those operated by ERISA plans.8 Then in 2016, the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals
held in Self-Insurance Institute of America v. Snyder that ERISA does not preempt a one percent
Michigan State tax on the benefits paid by ERISA health care plans.9
Despite the Supreme Court’s comparatively broad reading of the ERISA preemption in
Gobeille v. Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. in 2016, prior court decisions have narrowed
preemption in an manner that could threaten the long-term stability of employer-provided health
care benefits should state taxes and fees on ERISA plans continue to proliferate.10 In fact, the
Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals decision in Snyder may provide a means by which state laws with
incidental reporting and record-keeping requirements can continue to operate unimpeded by
ERISA.11
ACA also threatens fundamental ERISA preemption protections. For instance, ACA
regulations require self-insured plans to defer to states for determining key compliance aspects of
the law, such as the definition of essential health benefits protected from annual and lifetime
benefit limits.12 Further, certain states have construed federal agency regulations interpreting
section 1311 of the ACA to allow states to impose taxes on self-insured health plan claims to
help pay for state health insurance exchanges.13 The ACA also authorizes states to apply for
federal innovation waivers that endow states with the flexibility to pursue their own strategies for
providing comprehensive and affordable health care.14 Although the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) issued a final rule in 2012 establishing the procedural framework for
states seeking such waivers, the substantive rules governing the scope and subject matter of state
waivers were never issued.15 However, in response to public comments, HHS clarified that “no
federal laws or requirements may be waived that are not within the Secretaries’ authority.”
While this suggests there may be certain limits on state innovation waivers, states remain at
liberty to adopt requirements that may unintentionally, but dramatically, erode the ERISA
preemption and impact self-insured plans should policymakers remain indifferent to its
significance. For example, the Secretary for the Massachusetts Department of Health and
Human Services has asked HHS for a waiver to create an alternative to the ACA employer
mandate and penalties, and to allow the state “to develop creative ways for employers to offer
coverage to their employees,” including tailoring the use of Health Reimbursement
Arrangements and Section 125 cafeteria plans.16
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III.

The Impact of State Taxes and Fees on Self-Insured Plans on
ERISA Preemption Protections

State taxes and fees on self-insured plans made subject to ERISA are one of the most impending
threats to ERISA preemption. States have used such assessments to fund a variety of state health
programs. These include the Alaska Vaccine Assessment Program, Kentucky’s ACA exchange fee,
the Maryland Health Care Commission Fund, the Massachusetts Vaccine Purchase Trust Fund, the
Oregon Transitional Reinsurance Pool, the Rhode Island Childhood Immunization Program, and the
Vermont Immunization Program. Further, Michigan enacted a one percent tax on the health care
claims paid by all employer-sponsored plans in the state, including self-insured plans. Almost a
dozen other states are considering similar taxes to fund their health care programs. The more states
are empowered to impose burdensome tax and reporting requirements on employers, the more they
will do so. This slippery slope represents a serious threat to the viability of self-insured health care
benefit plans, and thus to the purposes of ERISA preemption.
Large employers are concerned about the proliferation state taxes and fees on their multi-state
operations. Forty-two percent of large employers say the erosion of the ERISA preemption would
motivate their company to consider a significantly different approach to health care.17 Ninety-one
percent of large employers say that if Congress opens the door to health care reform being addressed
on a state-by-state basis, the substantial variances that are likely to arise among the states would create
considerable administrative problems for multi-state employers,18 and 86 percent say the most
important regulatory action the Trump Administration could take would be to protect ERISA
preemption as state innovation waivers are implemented.19

IV.

ERISA Preemption and Congressional Health Care Reform

Key stakeholders involved with current health care reform efforts favor a state-driven
solution that would enable states to tailor individualized health care regulatory schemes, but may
not recognize the importance of maintaining preemption protections. Preference for this stateby-state reform approach began as a groundswell among several Republican governors who met
just prior to President Trump’s inauguration to voice their support for state flexibility as a key
priority in the health care reform debate.20 This support was echoed in President Trump’s
Executive Order 13765, which directed the executive agencies to “…prepare to afford the States
more flexibility and control to create a more free and open healthcare market.”21 Following suit,
a February 2017 white paper outlining the House Republican health care reform plan
foreshadowed legislation that would empower states to modernize their health care programs and
allow each jurisdiction to “best take care of their unique patient populations.”22 The American
Health Care Act (H.R. 1628), as passed by the U.S. House of Representatives on May 4, 2017,
effects this state-by-state approach by providing states with the flexibility to allow each state to
craft their health care programs as they see fit, including mandates that could impact employersponsored plans. In the Senate, the Better Care Reconciliation Act of 2017 would also provide
“states additional flexibility to use waivers” in the ACA to free their health insurance markets
from costly regulations.23 Importantly, neither legislation explicitly protects the ERISA
preemption for self-insured plans, and thereby runs the risk of unintentionally weakening ERISA
protection for multi-state, self-insured health plans.
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V.

The Impact of a State-by-State Replacement Solution on ERISAGoverned Health Plans

While the flexibility offered by a state-by-state approach to health care reform may be
preferable to many, this solution could threaten self-insured employer-sponsored health plans if
ERISA preemption is ignored. Adopting a state-by-state approach resurrects various practical
concerns rooted in the preemption threats posed by the ACA, and could create new threats as
well, including: (1) laws and regulations that could allow states to collect health care claims data
and fees from self-insured plans; (2) state compliance schemes that potentially compromise the
consistent administration of large employer-sponsored health plans; and (3) ACA alternative
approaches that prioritize flexibility over preemption protections in the name of state health care
innovation.
A. Health Care Reform Should Protect Self-Insured ERISA Plans from State
Efforts to Collect Claims Data and Impose Taxes and Fees on Health Plans
If federal legislative efforts encourage states to pursue individualized health care reform,
states will inevitably seek to gather claims information from large employers and the plans they
sponsor. In fact, as many as 17 states are currently pressing employer-sponsored plans for
demographic and claims information through mandatory all-payer state claims databases and/or
are imposing fees relating to such claims.24 Although a recent Supreme Court decision held that
state demands for plan-level data are currently applicable only to fully-insured employer health
care plans,25 federal health care reform efforts that favor state-level reforms may allow states to
again sweep self-insured plan data into the purview of state regulation. Moreover, the Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals decision in Self-Insurance Institute of America v. Snyder, which
explicitly attempts to narrow ERISA preemption in such cases, may provide the means by which
state reporting and record-keeping requirements can circumvent ERISA preemption.26
More importantly, under current case law, it remains unclear whether ERISA preempts state
taxes on the benefits paid by ERISA health care plans in all cases. The uncertainty surrounding
the courts’ treatment of state taxes and fees on self-insured plans threatens the long-term stability
of employer-provided health care plans. The proliferation of such taxes and fees on ERISA
plans, even if coming as part of understandable health care reform efforts to empower greater
state flexibility, could destabilize the employer sponsored health care system. Clear standards
supporting ERISA preemption are therefore necessary in order to prevent multiple jurisdictions
from imposing differing, or even parallel, regulations, creating wasteful administrative costs and
threatening to subject self-insured plans to wide-ranging liability. Failure to preempt state taxes
and fees could subject self-insured health plans to 50 or more potentially conflicting and
burdensome assessments, and are likely to create serious administrative problems. If each State
is free to go its own way, each independently assessing taxes and fees on self-insured plans, the
result could well be an unnecessary, duplicative, and conflicting maze of reporting requirements,
any of which can mean increased confusion and increased cost.
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B. Health Care Reform May Expose Employer-Sponsored Health Plans to
Inconsistent Compliance Regimes
A state-by-state approach to health reform may also obligate large employers to comply with
as many as 50 different regulatory regimes for plan administration. For large employers that
operate in multiple states, this may mean different notice and reporting obligations for employees
in different states. As noted in the recent Supreme Court decision in Gobeille v. Liberty Mutual,
state-specific regulations, even with minimal individual impact, create burdens through the mere
“possibility of a body of disuniform [sic] state reporting laws” when considered in the
aggregate.27
Even beyond reporting requirements, each state could have the flexibility to create its own
regulations regarding preexisting conditions, mandatory benefits, and the valuation of coverage
provided.28 For instance, in its current form the House-passed American Health Care Act would
allow each state to choose whether to use block grant funds to mandate preventive health
services as a key component of its health care market requirements. The bill does not explicitly
limit state intervention to the individual or “small group” market, meaning that states would be
free to mandate benefit changes to employer-sponsored plans as well. Not only could this
approach lead to the inconsistent administration of employer-sponsored health coverage, but as
state funding priorities shift and benefit mandates change, employers may be required to
constantly revise and update plan offerings in order to remain in compliance in various
jurisdictions. If ACA reforms prioritize state flexibility over ERISA preemption protection,
large self-insured plans could be forced to spend considerable resources to comply with
changing, and perhaps conflicting, health care regulatory and benefit requirements for their
covered population.
C. Prioritizing State Flexibility Could Weaken ERISA Preemption and Expose
Self-Insured Health Plans to Coverage Mandates
Large employers remain concerned that the current preference for a state-by-state ACA
solution may signal a general erosion of ERISA preemption as a valid exercise of Congressional
power. As perhaps the most significant threat to the employer-sponsored plan structure, this
erosion of preemption exposes employers to state-based employee coverage mandates akin to the
“pay-or-play” laws enacted by states over a decade ago.29 These initiatives were implemented
by states in an effort to respond to a federal failure to execute a broad-based healthcare solution.
Although state coverage mandates were eventually struck down by federal courts, with strong
Congressional support for state flexibility, and the courts’ recognition of the “wide latitude
enjoyed by states to regulate healthcare providers,”30 a state-by-state ACA replacement approach
exposes employers to pay-or-play once again.
Congress and the current Administration cannot sacrifice strong support for ERISA
preemption while it attempts to maximize state health care coverage innovation. The Supreme
Court has upheld a presumption against ERISA preemption of state laws absent a clear
indication of Congressional intent, so that state laws can be given the fullest effect possible.31
The Court has also held that matters of health and safety have traditionally been regulated by
states, further supporting the presumption against preemption of such state health care laws that
only impact plans economically.32 Unless Congress clearly states its intent to preserve ERISA
preemption, states will use this latitude to place direct cost burdens on self-insured plans under a
traditional ERISA preemption analysis.
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In addition, Congress has never clearly exercised its preemption authority on a number of
state law issues that indirectly impact self-insured plans. For instance, states are still permitted
to regulate third-party administrators that provide services to self-insured plans. States may also
regulate insurers that provide health care stop-loss insurance to self-insured plans. If ACA
reforms do not clearly prohibit states from regulating in these areas, states will continue to
indirectly mandate such changes to self-insured plans, quietly and indirectly eroding ERISA’s
fundamental preemption principles.
As noted by the Supreme Court in Gobeille, ERISA preemption is necessary to prevent states
from imposing “novel, inconsistent, and burdensome”33 requirements on employer-sponsored
health plans. A patchwork of state ACA legislative and regulatory alternatives that
would impact the administration of employer-sponsored plans is wholly inconsistent with the
framework of ERISA.

Conclusion
While health care reforms should offer states greater flexibility to free their individual and
small group health insurance markets from costly ACA regulations, those reforms should not
place new mandates or burdens on health plans governed under ERISA. Congress should not
adopt or amplify the ACA’s indifferent approach to ERISA preemption in the interest of state
flexibility and innovation. While states should still have broad authority to regulate health care
providers and health care insurers, ACA reforms must clearly and explicitly prohibit approaches
that permit state regulation of ERISA plan benefits, force plans to provide sensitive claims data,
or impose new state-mandated taxes and fees. Health care reform is clearly needed, but it should
not disrupt the uniform administration of ERISA on a nationwide basis through mandates or
other requirements, nor should it prioritize flexibility over preemption. Instead, ACA reforms
must explicitly direct states to use innovation to develop workable, low-cost alternatives to the
ACA that do not damage the employer-sponsored health care system.
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